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About This Game

An old-school dungeon crawler with real-time combat.

The idea behind The Keep is very simple, to bring the essence and dark atmosphere of RPGs from the past for newcomers and
fans of the genre alike.

In The Keep you will embark on a quest to explore caves and mines filled with monsters to slain and puzzles to solve underneath
and surrounding tower of evil sorcerer. It won’t be easy, you will die. A lot!

Features

An old-school first-person dungeon crawler with a modern twist.

Exploring and puzzle solving—the caves and dungeons are full of surprises. There will be deadly traps, elaborate
mechanisms guarding secret passages, trapdoors and treasures with powerful weapons and supplies.

Real-time combat—a battle against enemies with a gesture based combat, but swiping horizontally or diagonally is not
enough. Defeating enemies means that you have to break their defences hitting the upper or lower body or focusing on
their head.

Every enemy requires different strategy and every weapon class offers unique combos.
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Rune magic—you can rearrange runes on a 5×4 board and then chain them together to cast powerful elemental magic
(Fire, Ice or Lightning). Runes are scarce but there are a lot of spells, so be careful to pick the right combinations.

3 difficulties. The Keep will offer something for newbies in the genre, seasoned adventurers and for those who like to
tackle with proper challenge—every difficulty level will have a Permadeath option.

Storyline

Many have been mesmerized by the blue depths of the Crystals. Those who tried to control them became their slaves. The weak
were killed and the strong broken. With ancient knowledge of magic rediscovered old terrors found their way into the Realm

and a new nefarious wizard came into being.

While the Council hides behind thick stone walls and ignores the Darkness sweeping across the Realm a young warrior comes to
face the wizard. He is certainly not the first one to do so...
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Enter the Keep as an unsung hero on a quest to destroy the nefarious wizard Watrys. Explore the subterranean depths in this first-
person dungeon crawler featuring real-time combat, a unique rune magic system, exploration, and puzzle solving. This game will
awaken memories of what made old-school RPG dungeons so much fun to play while you fight, hunt for hidden treasures, and

avoid deadly traps. Get to know your enemies, find their weaknesses, and crush them. Experiment with magic to discover
powerful spells. Only the strongest will survive.
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To defeat the seemingly undefeatable Watrys, you will need to level up your character and find powerful armor and weapons.

Do you have what it takes to stand against such evil?
Then don’t procrastinate and enter. The Keep awaits you...
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Title: The Keep
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Publisher:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Single Core 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card supporting DirectX with 256 MB of memory

Storage: 480 MB available space

Sound Card: A compatible sound card

English,Czech,French,Italian,German,Hungarian
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Personally I would recommend this game as a game that you would buy when it is on sale for very cheap.
I will go with the pros and cons of this game as far as I personally experienced them.

PROS:
-a good commerce and civiliazation building game.
-The interface is pretty cool.
-Useful tips and hints as you first start out.
-The Ship combat is fun.

CONS: (there is a lot of them)
-Poor tutorial (no tutorial for combat? really?)
-Advisors can get pretty annoying at times.
-The graphic textures are pretty fuzzy (I am not sure if it is my computer or the game itself)
-The game can get pretty tedious and long.
-Combat can get pretty confusing at first.
-Trying to board other ships needs to be fixed.
-buggy interface
-the art portraits are rather lousy.

Now I am not saying this is a terrible game. But I am saying that this is a good game that would buy when it goes on sale for
$1.99. However, I do believe this game needs to be updated and it would be cool if they came out with a sequel.. Drugs are bad,
Intake is good.
They should make this for arcades.
Spaghetti.. Over all quite a good game.
---------------------
+Insanely good music
+Good looking character
+multiple story line
---------------------
-Some bug still not fixed
-No in-depth tutorial for using skills. When I was a young lad and still had much to learn about the world, I told my father, "I
wanna be jezos", to which he responded, "You're adopted you little shit\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665".

Now all was good and well because this meant that I could only have a higher chance of being chosen to be Jesus' vessel upon
his return to our frivolous world.

Jesus Christ RPG Trilogy allowed me to experience what it is like to gather holy water for hours on end, burst my ears with
gospel and press all the buttons on my cheap keyboard in an attempt to learn the controls.

The experience of being freshly baptized, being snaked by judas and secretly knowing that Joseph is secretly my father was all
quite soothing to the soul.

10\/9 recommend ~IGN. This game was brilliant ! I completed it in under 4 hours, but it was fun to play. challenging, rewarding,
entertaining.

Well worth a play. Slow as slow can be, However its a damn good title especially considering the price point. Story wont blow
anyone away but enjoyed all the same. I love this pack but I want sv_actors too

disappointed.. Worth the price for the Maserati 250Fs alone- Perfect for playing out Fangio throttle steering fantasies at Monza.

Italians make the greatest cars, and greatest car simulations evidently!. This is quite possibly one of the best DLC packs I've ever
seen in a game period. You might look at this and think "HOW THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 IS A FRONT WHEEL
DRIVE SLOW AS HELL CAR FUN?" Well I'll tell you how. Lift-off oversteer. That's right. A front wheel drive with
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OVERSTEER. Not to mention a little bit of turbo lag. It's a perfect car with perfectly controllable countersteer. This is an
absolute must-have DLC pack for this absolute must-have game. You will not have more fun than this (besides some of the
obvious fun cars). 10\/10
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Cavernus is, from what I can tell, a roguelite. A very light roguelite.

It doesn't control very well on keyboard. WASD or Arrows to move, CTRL to strike, number keys to swap items. It's clunky,
but using a controller helps. However, the game itself also has problems. When you jump, you jump very high and the jumps
are floaty. The camera follows your character in an unsatisfying way that creates discomfort. Striking enemies is hard, getting
hit is easy - the combat is quite poor. Walljumping and using the climbing pick is not well implemented.

The music is not very good. It's quite MIDI and it hurts your ears if the volume is high. Good thing there's a - no, there is no
audio slider, nor is there an options menu. Using the Windows mixer to turn it to 30%, it was still annoying. The sound effects
are low quality and annoying and I'd like to turn them off.

Finally, the random cave generation, if there is any at all, doesn't seem very different from game to game. This is a passover,
unless they add trading cards you really want or it improves a significant amount.

For $1 I would want 1 hour of entertainment from the game. It hasn't given me this, not even 10 minutes. Therefore, I can't
recommend Cavernus in it's current state. With a lot of work? Maybe.. Its like a good off the grid city builder set in the
medieval times.. Deader than dead, stay far away.. Sorry you recieved the bad review loot box.
Jokes aside this game is really funny and charming, without spoiling too much it pokes fun at the game industry and is worth
your time.. The idea of this game is nice, but the physics and gameplay is quite bad (at least on Linux). The pod reaches infinite
speed upon bouncing a few times against some rocks and can disappear off screen. This renders the game unplayable.
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